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1. In recent years many of the properties of regular functions have been 
shown to extend to quasiconformal mappings. (The lat ter term is here under
stood in the sense defined in (5).) This is particularly t rue of those results 
which can be proved by use of the method of the extremal metric. I t is ra ther 
s t range, then, t h a t a result which consti tutes one of the first notable applica
tions of this method has not been so extended (at least to the au thor ' s know
ledge). Here we refer to the proof of the Denjoy conjecture given by Ahlfors 
(1). The reason for this may be t ha t Ahlfors' proof uses in an essential manner 
the principle of majoration for harmonic functions and this pa r t of the proof 
does not extend readily to quasiconformal mappings. No t long afterwards 
ano the r proof was published by Beurling (2). T h e same situation appears to 
hold for this proof although in some ways it is probably closest in spirit to 
the one given below. Later proofs are either ra ther technical modifications of 
Ahlfors' proof or follow tha t of Carleman (3) and so contain features rendering 
t hem unsuitable for generalization to quasiconformal mappings. 

In this paper we give the extension of the Denjoy conjecture to quasi
conformal mappings. Our proof uses the principle of harmonic majoration 
only in proving one self-contained lemma and otherwise operates exclusively 
wi th the method of the extremal metric. 

2 . A principal role will be played by a geometrical configuration which we 
will call a triad. This consists of a simply-connected domain of hyperbolic 
type , say D, an open boundary arc of D (in the natural sense of boundary 
correspondence), say 7, and a distinguished interior point P of D. We denote 
in the usual way by co(P, 7, D) the harmonic measure of 7 taken a t P with 
respect to the domain D. Also we will use the notat ion 7* for the closed 
boundary arc of D complementary to 7. We denote by m(P, 7, D) the module 
(4, 6) of the class of (locally rectifiable) open arcs lying in D— {P}, running 
from 7 back to 7 and separating P from 7*. I t is well known t h a t there is a 
monotone increasing function from the interval [0, 1) to the half-infinite 
interval [0, 00) which relates co(P, 7, D) to m(P,y,D). For real numbers a 
and b,a < b, we denote by S (a, b) the strip in the (u, v) -plane defined by 

a < u < b, 

b y g(a) its boundary arc u = a and by g{b) its boundary arc u = b. 
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LEMMA 1. Consider a triad consisting of a Jordan domain D in the z-planet 

an open boundary arc y of D and an interior point P of D. Let f be a mapping 
quasiconformal on D, of maximal dilation (5) K, which satisfies 

|/(2;)| <A, z£y 
| / (0) | <B, ze 7* 

with 0 < A < B. Then 

(1) m{P,y,D) < Km(log\f(P)\, g{logA), SQogA, log 5)) 

where the logarithms in each case denote the principal value. 

There exists a triad consisting of a Jordan domain Df in the z'-plane, a 
boundary arc y' of Dr and an interior point P' of Dr related to the given triad 
by a univalent mapping z = <l>(z'), quasiconformal on T)r and of maximal 
dilation K such that the function 

g{z') = j W ) ) 

is regular on Df. Then we have by the two constants theorem 

log I g(P') I < (log A) W(P ' , 7', D') + (log B) (1 - « ( i * V, D')) 

that is 

a , ( P , 7 , £ ) < l o g 5 _ l o g ^ 

< «(log J/(P)|, g( log^) , 5 ( log^ , log 5 ) ) . 

In view of the monotonie correspondence between the harmonic measures 
and the modules of triads we have 

m(P\ y', D') < m (log | / ( P ) | , g (log A), S (logA, log B)). 

On the other hand we have evidently 

m{P,y,D) <Km(P', y', Df) 

from which inequality (1) follows at once. 
While we have used harmonic majoration in the proof of this result its 

statement involves only modules. It would be very interesting to have a 
proof of Lemma 1 purely by the method of the extremal metric. 

LEMMA 2. If I < X < L are real numbers then for /, X fixed and L tending to 
infinity 

m(\ g(l), S(l, L)) < -- log L + 0(1). 

Let T be the class of (locally rectifiable) open arcs lying in S (I, L) — {X}, 
running from g(l) back to g{l) and separating X from g(L). To provide an 
admissible metric in S (I, L) for the module problem for T we define first the 
square 2 (Z, L) 
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7 / / T L ~ l ^ / L ~ l 

Let E(Z, X, L) be the half of the open elliptical disc to the right of the line 
u — I which is bounded by the ellipse with centre at Z, foci at X, 21 — X and 
passing through the point (L, | ( L — /)). For the semi-axis major a of this 
ellipse we have 

(a2 - (X - Z)2)(L - I)2 + l ( i ~ l)2a2 = a4 - a2(X - Z)2 

so that for L large enough 

a < | i . 

Let now p*(w)|^w| be the extremal metric in the module problem for the 
family of curves S lying in E(l, X, L), running from the minor axis back to 
the minor axis and separating X from the elliptical boundary arc. It is well 
known that this family has module 

m(S) = — log P 
7T 

where P is the larger root of 

P + P"1 = 2(X - /)-!«. 

Evidently 

w(E) < - l o g [2(X - ly'a] < -- logL + 0(1). 
7T 7T 

Now we regard the metric p(w)\dw\ defined by 

P(w) = 0 , we S(l,L) - S(/ fL) 
= max (p*0) , (L - Z)"1), w G S(/f L). 

Considering T as composed of the three classes of curves which meet both, 
just one, or neither of the horizontal sides of S(Z, L) and recalling the sym
metry of the metric p(w) \dw\ in the real axis we see that this metric is admissible 
in the module problem for Y. In it the area of S (I, L) is less than m(S) + 1. 
Thus 

m(\,g(l),S(l,L)) <-log L +0(1) 
7T 

as stated. 

3. The concepts of an integral quasiconformal mapping and its maximum 
modulus are evident generalizations of similar ones for regular functions. So 
are the concept of an asymptotic value of such a function and the manner 
of counting distinct asymptotic values. We are now ready to state our principal 
result. 
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THEOREM. If the integral quasiconformal mapping f(z) of maximal dilation 
K has n distinct asymptotic values and M{r) denotes the maximum modulus 
°f f(z) for \z\ = ri then 

lim M(r)r~n,2K > 0. 
W-»co 

The standard reduction of the problem enables us to consider the following 
situation. There exist a circle \z\ = Ro(Ro > 0) and n non-intersecting open 
arcs A j , j = 1, . . . , n, running in \z\ > Ro from this circle to the point at 
infinity and dividing \z\ > Ro into n domains Dj} j = 1, . . . , n. Further, there 
is a positive constant a such that on \z\ = Ro and on the Ajlj=l,...,n-
we have 

\M\ <«. 
Finally, in each domain DJy j = 1, . . . , w, there is a point Pj,j = 1, . . . , «,. 
of modulus Pj for which 

\f(Rj)\ > « . 

Let 
j8 = max jS;-. 

j=l,...,n 

Then for R > (3 there is on the circle \z\ = R a cross cut Bj(R) in Z)̂  separating 
the boundary arc of Dû on |s| = Ro and the point P^ from the boundary 
point of Dj at infinity. Let the component of Dj — Bj(R) containing Pj be 
denoted by Dj(R). Let the open boundary arc of Dj(R) complementary to the 
closure of Bj{R) be denoted by Cj(R). Let pj(z, R)\dz\ be the extremal metric 
in the module problem defining m{Ph Cj(R), Dj(R)),j = 1, . . . , n. 

We denote by K{fi, R) the circular ring 

P < \z\ < R. 

In K(fi, R) we define the metric p(z, R)\dz\ by 

P(z, R) = Pj(z, R), z 6 K(p, R) H D,(R),j = 1, . . . , n, 
p(z,R) = 0, elsewhere in K(p,R). 

Then if the rectifiable Jordan curve c separates the boundary components 
of K(/3, R) we see at once 

feP(z,R)\dz\ >n 

so that 

(2) ~ n2 log f < E MP j , CAR), Dj(R)). 
Air p i=i 

By Lemma 1, since 

| / ( 2 ) | < a on Cj(R), 
\f(z)\ <M(R) on BAR), 

we have 
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(3) t,m(Pl,Ci{R),Di(R)) 

<KJ2 m (log \f(Pj)\,g(loga), S(loga,logM(R))). 

Moreover, by Lemma 2, 

(4) £ «( log | / (P y ) | ,g( log«) , S ( l o g a , l o g M ( £ ) ) ) < - I o g l o g M ( * ) + 0 ( l ) . 

Combining (2), (3), and (4) we find 

- - n log R + 0(1) < K - log log M(2?) 
-£7r 7T 

so that 

log M(R) > SRn/2K 

for a suitable positive constant 5 and R large enough. This proves our theorem. 
Our resullt can be restated in a perhaps more familiar but weaker form 

in saying that an integral quasiconformal mapping of order p (the extension 
of this notion from integral functions is also immediate) which has maximal 
dilation K has at most [2Kp] asymptotic values. An evident modification 
of the corresponding example for integral functions shows this result to be 
best possible. 
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